
Part 1: Getting Started

In this exercise you create a new part chapter, a new part family within the new chapter, and configure the
Part Builder environment to begin modeling the part.

Step Action Result

1. Click the Pipes menu, Then click Part Builder The Getting Started – Catalog Screen dialog
appears.

2. Click the US Imperial Structures Folder, then
click New Chapter. Enter Custom for name and
click OK.

A new Chapter is created for custom
structures.

3. Verify that the Custom Folder is selected, then
click New Parametric Part.

The New Part dialog appears

4. For Name enter “Vault 5106-LA with Top 5106-
TL3-332”. Click in the box next to Description.
Click OK.

The description matches the name by default.
The Part Builder environment launches.

5. Expand Part Configuration. Change Undefined
Part Type to Junction Structure. Change
Undefined to Rectangular Vault. Change
Undefined Bounded Structure to Box.

The Part is configured as a box shape with the
properties of a junction structure.

6. Expand Modeling. Right-click Work Planes and
click Add Work Plane.

The Create Work Plane dialog appears.



7. Click Top then click OK. The Top work plane is created.

8. Expand Work Planes. Right-click Top Plane
and click Rename. Change the name to Rim.

This work plane will become the rim elevation
of the new structure.

9. Click Save Part Family. Click Yes. Stay in the
Part Builder environment for the next exercise.

The part is validated and saved.



Part 2 – Building the Vault Top Section

In this exercise you will build the top portion of the vault which is a rectangular frame with a rectangular
opening. You will build this portion with dimensions that can be modified from within Civil 3D when the part is
in use.

Step Action Result

1. Under Modeling, Work Planes, right-click Rim and
click Set View.

The current view and UCS is set to match the
work plane.

2. Right-click Rim. Click Add Profile, Rectangular.
Click two points to draw a rectangle in the drawing
area.

A rectangular profile object is shown in the
drawing.

3. Right Click Rectangular Profile in the Content Builder
window and click Rename. Type Frame Outer Edge
as the name.

The new name will be more easily recognizable.

4. Repeat this step to create another rectangular profile
within the first one. Name it Frame Opening.

Next you will establish some construction geometry
and constraints to keep the opening positioned at the

Rectangular profiles representing the outer edge
of the frame and the opening have been created.



center of the box.

5. Right-click Rim, Add Geometry, Point. Click a
location near the center of the rectangles. Press
Esc.

This will become the center point of the structure.

6. Expand the Geometry folder. Right-click Point 2D
and click Rename. Enter Fixed Center for the name.

The name will be more easily identified.

7. Right-click Fixed Center and click Fixed. The point is now fixed. Constraints that include
this point will not move the point.

8. Right-click Rim. Click Add Constraints, Equal
Distance. Click the point at the top left corner of the
outer rectangle, then the point near the center of the
rectangle. For the second pair, click the point at the
bottom right corner of the outer rectangle and the
point near the center.

This will position the rectangle so that its center is
located at the fixed point.



9. Repeat this step for the bottom left and upper right
corners of the outer rectangle.

10. Repeat these steps for the four corners of the inner
rectangle.

Both rectangles will now be centered about the
fixed point.

11. Right-click Rim. Click Add Constraints, Parallel.
Click any line on the outer rectangle, then the line
that is parallel to it on the inner rectangle.

This constraint prevents the inner rectangle from
rotating within the outer rectangle.



12. Right-click Rim, then click Add Dimension, Distance.
Click two points at either end of one of the long sides
of the outer rectangle. Click a point to set the
location of the dimension.

A dimension named LenA1 is created for the long
side of the outer edge of the frame.

13. Repeat these steps for the short side of the outer
rectangle.

A dimension named LenA2 is created for the short
side of the outer edge of the frame.

14. Repeat these steps for one long side and one short
side of the opening, in that order. Reposition the
dimensions as needed so that they are easy to read.

LenA3 and LenA4 are created for the long side
and short side of the opening, respectively.



15. Click the View menu, then 3D Views, SW Isometric. This 3D view is better suited for the next steps.

16. Right-click Modifiers. Click Add Extrusion. Click the
outer rectangle.

The Extrusion Modifier dialog appears.

17. Verify that Type is set to Blind. Enter 8 for Distance
and check the box next to Flip. Click OK.

An extrusion modifier is created for the outer
rectangle.



18. Repeat these steps to created an Extrusion modifier
for the inner rectangle using a distance of 9

An extrusion modifier is created for the inner
rectangle.

19. Right-click Model dimensions. Click Add distance.
Click one of the vertical edges of the outer box
extrusion. Click a point to set the location of the
dimension.

LenB1 is created for the height of the frame
section.



20. Repeat this step for the inner box extrusion. LenB2 is created for the height of the opening
extrusion.

21. Expand Model Parameters. Right-click Model
Parameters and click Edit.

The Model Parameters dialog appears.

22. Click LenB2, then click Calculator. Click Variable, This will ensure that the extrusion for the opening



then select LenB1. Type +1 after LenB1 and click
OK, then Close.

is always deeper than the thickness of the frame.

You could also have double clicked the cell in the
Equation column and typed in your own formula.

23. Right-click modifiers, then click Add Boolean
Subtract. Click the outer box, then the inner box.
Press Enter.

The inner box is subtracted from the outer box
creating a third modifier which is the result of this
action.

24. Expand Modifiers. Notice the three modifiers that
have been created. The Extrusion modifiers have
been set to invisible by default as a result of the
Subtract command.

25. Expand Size Parameters. Right-click Size
Parameters and click Edit Configuration.

The Edit Part Sizes dialog appears.



26. Scroll to the right until you see the SBSL (Structure
Length) column. Click Constant in the SBSL column
and change it to list. Do the same for the SBSW
(Structure Width) Column.

These parameters will be controlled by a list a
values rather than by a single constant.

27. Click Parameter Configuration at the top of the dialog
and change it to Values. Click the cell under SBSL,
then click Edit.

The Edit Values dialog appears.

28. Change the current value to 48. Then use the add
button to create values of 60, 72, 84, 96, 108, and
120.

The Structure Length parameter will be able to be
adjusted in 12 inch increments.



29. Repeat this step for the SBSW column creating
values of 36, 48, 60, and 72.

30. Set the value of SBSL to 120 and the value of SBSW
to 60. Click Update Model.

This will update the values under Model
Parameters to match the Part Parameters.

31. Click OK. Right-click Model Parameters and click
Edit. Click LenA1, then click Calculator.

32. Click Variable, then click SBSL. Click OK, then
Close.

33. Repeat these steps for LenA2, equating it to SBSW. The model is updated to reflect the changes to the
dimensions.

34. Right-click Size Parameters, then click Edit
Configuration. Click New.

The New Parameter dialog appears.

35. Click Frame Length, then click OK. Click New, then
click Frame Width, OK.

Two new parameters have been added: frame
length (SFL) and frame width (SFW).

36. Scroll to the right until you see the SFL and SFW
columns. Change Constant to List for each of these



columns. Then change the view to Values.

37. Using the same procedure that was used for SBSL
and SBSW add values of 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96, and
108 for SFL. Add values of 24, 36, 48, and 60 for
SFW.

These values are now controlled by lists that can
ultimately be manipulated from within Civil 3D
when the part is in use.

38. Click OK to dismiss the Edit Part Sizes dialog. Click
Save Part Family.

This will save the part as well as update the Model
Parameters to include the newly added Size
Parameters.

39. Right-click Size Parameters and click Edit Values.
Set the value for SFL to 108 and the value for SFW
to 48. Click Update Model. Click OK.

This will update the Model Parameter values so
that they match the Part Parameter values where
applicable.

40. Under Model Parameters, edit LenA3 and LenA4 to
equate to SFL and SFW respectively.

The model will update to reflect the changes to the
dimensions.



41. Click Save Part Family. Remain in the Part Builder
environment for the next exercise.



Part 3 – Building the Vault Box

In this exercise you build the box portion of the vault. You will use projection geometry and constraints to link
the box to the frame so that a single set of dimensions can control both.

Step Action Result

1. Continue from the previous exercise in the Part
Builder environment. Click the View menu, 3D
Views, SW Isometric.

Next you will create a reference work plane at the
bottom of the frame.

This view will make it easier to perform the next
few steps

.

2. In the Content Builder window, right-click Work
Planes. Click Add Work Plane.

The Create Work Plane dialog appears.

3. Click Reference then enter Top of Box for Name.
Click OK.

You are prompted for a modifier.



4.  When prompted for modifier, select the 3D
frame object.

 When prompted for the work plane, select
the yellow rectangle at the top of the frame
object (this represents the top plane)

 When prompted for the reference work
plane, click along the lower edge of the
frame object.

A new yellow rectangle appears representing
the reference plane at the bottom of the frame
(also top of box). This reference plane is
attached to the modifier and will move if the
frame thickness is adjusted.

5. Right-click Top of Box and click Set View. Then
click the View menu, 3D views, SW Isometric.

This sets the working plane to Top of Box and
then returns the drawing to its original view.



6. Right-click Top of Box. Click Add Geometry,
Projected Geometry.

You are prompted for a modifier.

7. Click the 3D frame object. When prompted for the
geometry to project, click one of the lower edges.
You will see the line highlight in blue when your
cursor is in the correct position. Repeat this
process for the three remaining lower edges.

This creates geometry that is linked to the lower
edge of the frame extrusion. This will be a key
relationship in building the box section below
the frame so that it is aligned with the frame.
The projected geometry is shown in green.



8. Set the visibility of all geometry and profiles in the
Rim work plane to off. Right-click Top of Box.
Click Set View.

Objects in the Rim work plane are turned off so
that you do not snap to them or use them
inadvertently.

9. Right-click Top of Box, click Add Profile,
Rectangular.

You are prompted for rectangle points.

10. Click two points to create a rectangle that is outside
of the current geometry. In Content Builder,
change the name Rectangular Profile to Outer Wall.

A rectangular profile is drawn.

11. Draw a second rectangular profile within the first.
Change its name to Inner Wall.

There are now two rectangular profiles

12. Right-click Top of Box. Click Add Constraints,
Equal Distance. Click the left side of the outer
rectangle, then the left side of the inner rectangle.
Then click the top side of the outer rectangle and
the top side of the inner rectangle.

The distance between the outer wall and inner
wall on the left side is set to always match the
distance between the outer wall and inner wall
on the top side.



13. Repeat this procedure, first clicking the top pair of
lines then clicking the right pair. Continue around
the rectangle in a clockwise direction, finishing up
by setting the bottom side equal to the left side.

All sides are now equal. With these constraints
in place, you will be able to change the
thickness of one side and have the change
affect all sides.

14. Right-click Top of Box, then click Add Dimension,
Perpendicular Distance. Click a line on the inner
rectangle then the corresponding parallel line on
the outer rectangle. Click either of the lines once
again to set a perpendicular reference object. Pick
a point between the two lines for the dimension
position and enter 4 for the dimension value.

A new dimension named LenA5 is created.
This single dimension will be used to set the
wall thickness of the box. Because of the equal
distance constraints established in the step
above, this dimension will control all four sides.



15. Right-click Top of Box. Click Add Constraint,
Coincident. Click the black point at the top left
corner of the outer box, then click the green
projected point at the top left corner of the frame.

The black point is moved to be coincident with
the green point. Because of constraints, the top
and left sides of both rectangles are moved and
the 4” distance between the inner and outer
walls is maintained.

16. Repeat this procedure for all four corners. You
may need to use Shift+Space to select the green
point.

The Top of Box geometry is linked to the green
projected geometry, which is linked to the
extrusion modifier projected from the Rim work
plane. With these relationships, the geometry
of the entire vault will be able to be controlled
with a few parameters.

17. Right-click Model Parameters. Click Edit, then
change the Equation for LenA5 to Wth.

Wall thickness (Wth) is one of the size
parameters that is built in to this part type.



18. Click the View menu, then 3D Views, SW Isometric.
Right-click Modifiers and select Add Extrusion.

You are prompted to select a profile.

19. Click the outer rectangle. Enter 48 for Distance
and check the box next to Flip. Click OK.

An extrusion is created that extends downward
48 inches.

20. Change the name of the new extrusion modifier to
Box Outside. Repeat these steps for the inner
rectangle using a distance of 44 and a name of Box
Inside.

The inner extrusion stops 4 inches shy of the
outer extrusion, creating a 4-inch thick floor.



21. Right-click Modifiers. Click Add Boolean Subtract.
Click the outer extrusion, then the inner extrusion.
Press Enter. Name the new modifier Box.

22. Right-click Size Parameters. Click Edit Values.
Change to following values.

 WTh = 4
 SBSL = 84
 SBSW = 48
 SFL = 82
 SFW = 36

Click the Update Model button. Click OK and note
the change to the model.

The model updates according to the size
parameter changes.

23. Click Save Part Family. Stay in the Part Builder
environment for the next exercise.





Part 4 – Finalizing the Part

In this exercise you add the final model and size parameters that will allow the part geometry to be modified in
Civil 3D.

Step Action Result

1. Continue from the previous exercise in the Part
Builder environment. Click the View menu, 3D
Views, SW Isometric.

Next you will link the Size Parameters that will be
available in Civil 3D with the actual dimensions of
the Top Section.

This view will make it easier to perform the next few
steps.

2. Right-click Size Parameters. Click Edit
Configuration. Click New.

New Parameter dialog appears.

3. Click Frame Height, then click OK. The Frame Height (SFH) parameter is added.

4. Scroll to the right until you see the SFH column.
Click Constant in the SFH column and change it
to List. Click Parameter Configuration at the top
of the dialog and change it to Values.

The values for each parameter are shown.

5. Click the value cell in the SFH column, then click
Edit. Add the values 8,12, and 16 to the list.
Click OK. Set the value of SFH to 8.

This parameter will now be available as three sizes
in Civil 3D.



6. Click OK. Click Save Part Family. This will update the Model Parameters to include
the Size Parameters.

7. Right-click Size Parameters. Click Values. Click
a cell in the list of values, then click Update
Model.

This will update the model parameter values to
match the size parameters.

8. Right-click Model Parameters. Click Edit. Set
the value of LenB1 to SFH. Click OK.

LenB1 is the dimension that represents the depth of
the outer frame extrusion.

9. Expand Modifiers. Right-click Box and turn off
the visibility. Turn on the visibility of Box Outside

This will show the appropriate modifiers for
dimensioning.



and Box Inside.

10. Right-click Model Dimensions. Click Add
Distance. Click the outer box extrusion in the
drawing, then click a location for the dimension.

Dimension LenB3 is created.

11. Repeat this step for the inner box extrusion. Dimension Len B4 is created.

12. Right-click Model Parameters. Click Edit and set
the equation for LenB3 to LenB4 + Fth (floor

Len B3 is the length of the Box Outer extrusion
which is set to the Box Inner extrusion length plus



thickness). . While the Model Parameters dialog
is open, set the value for Fth to 4.

the thickness of the floor.

13. Equate dimension LenB4 to SRS-SFH (rim to
sump height – frame height). Change the value
of SRS to 48.

14. Equate SBSH to LenB1+LenB3 SBSH is the Structure Height parameter. This
parameter will be visible in Civil 3D but will not be
able to be edited by the user. It is important that
this parameter does not evaluate to zero. If it does,
the part will not display in Civil 3D.

15. Make the Following changes to Size Parameters.

 Fth
o Change to List
o Set List to 4,8,12
o Set the value to 4

 Fth = Floor thickness and Wth = Wall
thickness. These parameters will be
available in three sizes and will be editable
structure properties in Civil 3D.

 SIL=Inner Structure Length and SIW=Inner
Structure Width. These parameters will be
available in a number of sizes at 12-inch
increments. These will be the key structure
properties that control the length and width
of the part in Civil 3D.

 SRS=Rim to Sump height. This will be a
key structure property that will allow the



 Wth
o Change to List
o Set list to 4,8,12
o Set the value to 4

 Add SIL (Inner Structure Length)
o Change to List
o Set List to 12 inch increments

from 48 to 120
o Set value to 120

 Add SIW (Inner Structure Width)
o Change to List
o Set List to 12 inch increments

from 36 to 60
o Set value to 60

 SRS
o Change to Range
o Set Minimum Value to 36
o Set Maximum Value to 120
o Set Default Value to 72

Click Save Part Family when you are finished so
that the part is saved and the Model Parameters
are updated to include the new Size Parameters.

depth of the structure to be controlled in
Civil 3D.

16. Right-click Size Parameters. Click Edit Values.
Change the following:

 SBSL=120
 SBSW=60
 SFL=108
 SFW=48

17. Right-click Model Parameters. Click Edit. Make
the following changes in the Equation column for
each of the following.

 LenA1: SIL + (2*Wth)
 LenA2: SIW + (2*Wth)
 SBSL: LenA1
 SBSW: LenA2

 LenA1 is the model dimension for the outer
length of the box. It has been set to the
Inside Structure Length (SIL) plus the
thickness of each wall (2 x Wth).

 LenA2 is the model dimension for the outer
width of the box. It has been set to the
Inside Structure Width (SIW) plus the
thickness of each wall (2 x Wth)

 SBSL and SBSW are important structure
properties that have been set to the actual
model dimensions.

 The vertical pipe clearance (SVPC) has
been set to the frame height (SFH) plus six



 SVPC: SFH + 6
 SFL=108
 SFW=48
 SIL=120
 SIW=60

inches.
 The frame dimensions (SFL and SFW) and

the inside box dimensions (SIL and SIW)
have been set to values that will work well
geometrically.

18. Expand Work Planes, Rim, Geometry. Right-
click Fixed Cntr and click Visible.

The rim center point appears in the drawing.

19. Expand Autolayout Data. Right-click Layout Data
and select Set Placement Point. Use the NODE
object snap to select the Fixed Cntr point.

The placement point is much like an insertion point
for an AutoCAD block.

20. Expand Modifiers. Turn on the visibility of Frame
and Box. Turn off all other modifiers.

21. Click Generate Bitmap.



22. Click SW Isometric View. Click OK. A bitmap image has been generated for the part
catalog.

23. Click Save Part Family. Exit the Part Builder
Environment.



Part 5 – Using the New Part.

In this exercise you insert the new Vault into a Civil 3D pipe network and investigate how it behaves and
function as a Civil 3D pipe network structure.

Step Action Result

1. After exiting the Part Builder environment in
the previous exercise, you are now in Civil 3D.
Open the drawing UsingYourPart.dwg located
in your course data folder.

This drawing contains a simple sanitary sewer pipe
network.

2. Click the Settings tab of the Toolspace.
Expand Pipe Networks, Parts Lists. Right-
click Sanitary Sewer. Click Edit.

3. Click the Structures tab. Right-click Sanitary
Sewer and select Add Part Family.

4. Check the box next to Vault 5106-LA with Top
5106-TL3-332. Click OK.

The part family is added to the parts list.

5. Right-click Vault 5106-LA with Top 5106-TL3-
332. Select Add Part Size.

Note the new part size that has been included.



6. Click OK to add a single part size with the
default values. Expand Vault 5106-LA with
Top 5106-TL3-332. Note the new part size
that has been included.

7. Click OK. Click the Sanitary sewer manhole in
any of the drawing views. Right-click and
select Swap Part.

8. Expand Vault 5106-LA with Top 5106-TL3-332
and select the part beneath it.

The part now appears as the vault in 3D view but
still appears as a manhole in plan view.

9. Click the structure in any of the views. Right-
click and select Structure Properties.

10. Click the Information tab. Click the black
triangle next to the edit button and select



Create New.

11. Click the Information tab. Enter Model for
Name.

12. Click the Profile tab. Click Display as solid.

13. Click the Display tab. Set the visibility for
Model 3D Solid to On.

14. Click OK twice. Note the change to the
appearance of the structure in plan view.

The vault now appears with its actual dimensions.



15. Click the vault structure. Right-click and select
Structure Properties. Click the Part Properties
tab.

16. Change the following:

 Frame Length = 108
 Frame Width = 48
 Inner Structure Length = 120
 Inner Structure Width = 60

17. Click OK. Note the change to the structure in
the drawing.

The structure has been updated with the new
dimension properties.

18. Save and close the drawing.


